“The Art of Heating”

Why choOse Powerflue Gas Heaters?
Openflue Heater
Operation

What Sets Cannon Powerflue Heaters Apart?
Always supplied with fresh air

Draw fresh air from outside the home to feed the
fire so it delivers a cleaner source of heating.

No ventilation
No need for any wall/ceiling vent within the home.

Safe

Powerflue gas heaters are room sealed. Room air
is not depleted from the living environment.
Exhaust gases are drawn out safely through the
flue and dispersed to outside atmosphere.
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Enable heater to safely switch off should the need arise.
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Multiple safety mechanisms
Higher efficiency rating
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A Inadequate ventilation
and use of exhaust fans
can deplete room air.
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Can flue up to 6 metres maximum vertical, sideways
or under floor (15 metres for Latitude 1000,1500).
Both Fitzroy and Canterbury Powerflue Heaters can
penetrate through external wall and be concealed
with a weather proof box.
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Powerflue Heater Installation Options

Mock fireplace kit is included
No requirements for a zero clearance box when installed
in a timber frame. (Not applicable to Latitude 1000,1500)

Fit into existing chimneys

Standard heater operation.

Can be installed where applicable in chimneys
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Weather Proof Box

Can be used in
horizontal, vertical
or under floor
installation
applications
up to a maximum
of 6 metres.
For Latitude
models,
additional flue
length is required.

Allows heater to be
installed through
an existing internal
wall without
the need to
fabricate a
mock fireplace
inside the living area.
(Not applicable to
Latitude 1000,1500)

50mm dia PVC pipe cut to suit
installation (not supplied).
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2. Vertical installation.
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Extended Flue Kit

50mm dia PVC pipe cut to suit
installation (not supplied).

3. Under
floor installation.
3 Under floor installation.

Vertical installation.
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698 mm with cap removed
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Under floor installation.
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4. Sideways horizontal
installation.
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Sideways horizontal
installation.
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